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®

Simplify access to content both in Box and on premises
for improved insight and control of all your business
content
Highlights
• Aggregated viewing for content across
multiple content repositories, including Box
• Deliver content across any device
• Integrate content intensive solutions
and applications through open APIs for
enhanced extensibility and data integration

The IBM Content Navigator integration with Box allows you to extend
your existing investments and cloud capabilities for a comprehensive
content management solution. Gain flexibility with a unified interface for
both desktop and mobile devices and leverage the open architecture to
create ways to manage your business content efficiently and productively.

Streamline collaboration across content silos
As you create and manage content in your organization, content silos can
become a common occurrence—often across disparate technologies and
platforms.
With the continued transformation to digital business, it becomes more
critical to offer solutions for your users that give access to all of your
organization’s essential business content in a central place, regardless of
where it is stored.
Content Navigator provides you with a single platform that leverages
a plug-in architecture and industry-standard APIs to develop content
solutions for both desktop and mobile devices for all of your content.
Now, Content Navigator offers native integration with Box for content
management across cloud and on premises solutions.
Single View for Content Across Both Existing Repositories and Box
• Content Navigator allows your users to add documents, folders, check
in / check out, tag, comment and view properties straight to Box
• Leverage the IBM Daeja ViewONE Virtual viewer with your documents
Business Application Platform with Extensive Plug-In Architecture
• Develop content intensive solutions and applications through open APIs
• Build your own plug-ins for Content Navigator or gain additional
capabilities from IBM Business Partners (information rights
management, digital asset management, etc.)
Microsoft SharePoint
• Give Microsoft SharePoint users direct access to documents and process
management activities provided by IBM ECM and Box using web parts
included with Content Navigator.
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Customer Benefits

In general, adding new content libraries and repositories is
problematic if there is no centralized or “common” access
point. Existing content repositories still contain valuable
content, but many organizations also want to provide cloud
options for new use cases and deployments.

• Leverage a single platform for your users to engage all of
your content, regardless of where it resides.

With so many locations to store business content, it’s easy to
see how silos begin to form, resulting in “information landfills”
that make it harder to find, use and remove content when
needed.

• Integrate content intensive solutions and applications
through open APIs to promote extensibility and data
integration.

• Deliver all of your content on any device in order to drive
better and faster decision making and provide access to
content anywhere work is done.

Content Navigator can help you access and manage a variety of
content sources, including Box, whether on your desktop or a
mobile device. Because Content Navigator is built with a
plug-in architecture and uses industry standard APIs,
organizations can develop robust content solutions for all of
their content regardless of where it is located.

Leading content management,
cloud, social, security and mobile
capabilities with global reach

Leading cloud-based
content management
and collaboration platform
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